We discuss the simpl$catian of nondeterministic M y networks and their internal nodes wing internal flexibilities. Given the network structure and its external specipurtian, the flexibility at a node is derived a v a nondetenninistic W relation. This flexibility is u e d to simplifL the M& repmsentation and enhance the &ct of BooIan resubxtitution. We show that the flexibility derived is maximum. The prapased approach has been implemented and tested in MYSIS [16]. hkperimental m l t s show that it performs well an a wriety of W a n d binary benchmarks.
as least one partial care mintenn, R is apartinlly specified (nondeterministic) M V relation?
Erample. Figure 1 shows three ternary MV relations depending on binary variable a and tunary variable b. Relation RI is completely 8 p e c i f i~ Rl is incompletely specified; R3 is partially specified, or non-dmmutll ' 'stic. Note that the i-sets ofa completely specified M V function are pair-wise disjoint The i-sets of an incompletely specified relation or partially specified relation can overlap. The essential i-sets are always disjoint.
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Definltlon. MV relation RI is mntained in (or implies) MV
relation Rl (denoted RI 2 Rl) if they h v e the same input domain and for each such mintem, the output values ofRl are a subset of the output values of Rl.
Erample. In Figun 1, RI a R3 is !me, but Rl 3 R3 does not baldbecause for the minterm (0.0). the value set ofR2, {0,1,2), isnotasubsetofthevaluesetofR,. {OJ}.
Delinltlon. A multi-valued sm-af-products (MV-SOP) is a
representation of an MV function, in which each i-set of the M V h c t i o n is represented by a set of M V cubea.
To reduce the total number ofcubes needed to represent the MV-SOP. one &set is selected am the default am and is not storal but is computed on demand by complementing the sum of the cubes belonging to the o b i-sct8.1
2.2
Moltl-Vslued Networlts Deflnltloa An M y network N is a directed acyclic graph with nodes rcprmcntcd by MV relations.' The sources of the graph are the primary inputs of the network There is one dummy sink whose inputs are the primary outputs.
Typically To compute the global relations, the network is traversed in a depth-lirst order and each local relation of a node is composed with the global relations of its fanins. The global relation of a primary input is the single-variable function of that input.'
Erample. Consider the network given by the i-sets of its nodes:
Node y is the PO; a and b are the PIS. Node x is nondctcrministic. Two buffers, rn and n, create two equivalent copies of the output of node x. The b a r s feed into an equivalence detector y. Under the fnst notion of a nondeterministic network, the network is detennm ' 'stic, since x=l and a72 have an identical effect on the output y if only one of than occurs at any time. However, collapsing Be network in depth-iirst order gives: wbich is non-' ' 'c. The reason is that during collapsing we substituted two iadependent wpies of node x kno nodc y, which allow for .t=1 audx=2 to occw at the sam time. Deilnltlon. A set of flexibilities at a set of nodos is compafible i f~~s i m u l t a m o u s n p l a o e m e n o f t h e n d r e l a t i o n s b y any set of relations contained in the regpective flexibilities docs not change the iimctionality of the network.
Any compatible flexibility at a node is a subset of the complete flexibility ai that node. The flexibilities iDtmduoed and computed in [7] are compatible. They can bc pre-eomputed and used indepedently at each node, but they BIO not complete and thcreforc may mult in sub-optimal netwab.
Flexibility Computations
The fuaclion at a node canbe chauged without adding to +he behavior of the network by deriving the node's complete flexibility (CF) and replacing the current relation at the node by any &terministic function contained in this flexibility.
The computation of CF is done in two steps: first the CF is computed BS a relation, R(Xy), between the PI and the output of the nodc; sewn& it is computed BS a relation between the inputs ofthe node, X andthe output ofthe node, R(Y,y) . by MV-SOPS of their i-
The repweatation of F CBD be modified without changing its functionality by haporating G into the support ofF:
Even though the support of F has increased as a result of this resubstitution, the number of M V cubes and literals in the MV-SOP are both reduced.
To limit the amount of computation required for resubstitution at a n d , we only consider those nodes, whose fsnins are a subset of the fanins of the given node (subset suppat 6Im). Theorem 3 is stated f o r m node, G, but for sevaalnodwthe flexibility is extended by summing the complements of the relations of these nodes.
After node simpliscation usiug the. extended flexibility, the resulting MV relation may not depend on some of the input variables but may depQxi on some of the re-substituted variables. The chaiffi to preserve or m v e the dependace on a particular node is given to the node simplification pmcedure, which can make decisions motivated by the opthimtion cliterin.
Node Simplification
We measure an MV-SOP by the total number of cubes in all of i@ i-sets. We present algorithms far computing d detaministic and nondetermm ' 'stic Mv-SOPS of an ND relation and a method for computing the exact minimum nondeterministic MV-SOP of an ND relation.
~e~rminisnc MV-SOP mimlzstion
The computation starts by ordering the i-sets heuristically. Typically, the crnrcnt default value is ordered 6rst. Tben for tach i, we extract the ranaining mintrrms of its i& not yct wvcred by i-set covers already computed. The m i h i z e d SOP for the i-set is computed by a call to an SOP minhiim Using thenmaining minterms that can't be covered by subsequent isets 8s the on-set and the rest ofthe rnnaining uacovgedtemu, in the i-set as the don't-care set.
Since the remaining i-sets computed in each step do not overlap with the covers selected for the previous i-sets, the resulting MV-SOP is disjoint and, thenfore, deterministic.
4.2
Heorlstic ND MV-SOP Minlmlzation The computation proceeds in two steps. First, the essential parr of each i-set is minimized using the rest of that i-set 88 don't-cnre. Computed this way, the i-sets are allowed to overlap resulting in a nonaetarmtu ' 'stic cover. This cover carmot be larger than the detaministic cover if we use the m e OrdRing of the i-sets.
If at this point, all minmms are covered, the algorithm bas oompldcd the exact minimum cover (provided that the MVinput binary-output covers for each i-set have been minimized exactly). Surprisingly, in om experience9 this is the case for about 90% of MV-SOP minimjzatiOn problem that arise in the simplification of non-deterministic networks.
If there are remaining lmcovered minmms. each must be associated with more than one output value. At this point, the algorithm daarmnes ' if there is at least one output value common to all remaining mintemur . In this case. all these added to tbe common value, and if this i-set has the largest cover, it is made the default. This situation occw in about 9% of the cases, leaving only about 1% to be processed further.
Finally, a simple greedy approach is taken. Considering values one by one in m e heuristic &, 88 many minterms as possible arc added to each of the successive i-scls.
4.3
E W~ ND MV-SOP MLnlmlzatlon SucprhgJy, it is relatively easy to obtain an exact nondctmnitlistiominimumwver.Wefirstconsidrrtbeosscwkre then is no default vaiue and the goal is to find a set of c w m for Sll thc i-sets which bas the minimum total number of cubes. A minimum cover of a relation can be found as follows.
For each i-set, gemrate its set of primeS. Fmm a global mate covering problem with the mintems to be covered being the entin input space and the union of all primes of all i-sets as the mvering cubes. Solve for a minimum cover. Eaoh prime chosen in the minimum cover is put into its appropriate i-set to form the minimum i-set covers. Theorem 4: The above prau?da~re g i v e a set of i-set covers which hac the minimum number of cubes. Each &set cover is prime and irredunaiznt.
Note that the new relation is never largcz than the current one.
When the default i-set is used, it is never represented since it can be OM by complementing all other i-sets. ' The minimLatioa problem is to choose the default in such a way that the remaining i-sets can be. covered w i t h the minimum number of cubes. This can be solved exaotly as follows.
For each i, solve the covering problem as in Theorem 4 defined for all mintems of the input space that do not have value i in their value set. The measure of the solution obtained is the number of cubes in the cover, which does not contain the ith set. Do this for each i and choose the solution that has the smallest measure.
Theorem 5: The above procedure /eaab to the minimum set of covers when the defmrlt cover is not counted.
4.4
Mtnimizsiion Bascd on MV-ISOP Runtime consibtiom in the first two algorithms (the exact algorithm has not been implemented yet) led us to e x p d u m t with 0th heuristic minimizarion options. A promising altenmtive was found in the Irredundant Sums-of-Prcduct (ISOP) method of Minato-Moneale [I41 using ZDDs [15] .
This computation is applied to a binary-cncoded MDD when an i-set with its don't-care. The result of the ISOP computation is the ZDD representation of the binary cover. which can be decoded back ita0 MV cubes. This algorithm is fast but may not result in a prime or irredundant cover. For example, if one or more input variables have an odd number of values, then the binary BOP is not prime and irredundant in the MVdomain.
Binary ISOP can be used also as a prrprocessing step to reduce the cube covm uaed in initial 4 s to E~~Ixsso-MV. Fast binary ISOP computation proved to be helpful when the initial specification had many cubes.
Experimental Results
The flexibility computation and simplification algorithm Table 1 lists statistics of the bcnchmarLs testsd. The columns m , out", "lat", and 'hode" list the number of primary inputs, primary outputs, latches, and wdea in the network. Columns "ival" and "oval" give the average number of values in the dansins of the primary input and output variables (including also the latch inputs and outputs). Column "BDD" shows the n u m b of BDD nodes in the shared BEMDD computed for all nodes in the network after reading in the benc!mmk, building all global functions, and performing BDD variable reordering. Table 2 illustrates the performawe of completejimplify on the benchmarks. Column ''orif lists the number of literals in the SOP atkr sweeping. Columns "fs", 'Wsi", and "mfs" give the number of literals in the SOP after running, respectively, fullsimp [7] , completesimplify using ISOP, and completesimplify using Espresso-MV as the MV-SOP minimizers. The runtimes compare fullatmp and completeqimpltfi, when both programs use Espresso-MV. The oonaetarrrrm ' 'stic option in complete&nplr> is used. In ligbt of these observations, the runtime is smprisingly small. Altbou& Espresso always gives better results than ISOP when minLnLing a node, the overall minimization with ISOP is more efficient because ESPRESSO times out more o h .
'.. 7. 6' TaMe 2. Literal wnnt and runtime comparison. Table 3 . comparison a8 part of optimhtlon 8cript. Table 3 compares the performance (in terms of nmtime and litcral count) of fullsimp, completeqimplifi with the ISOP option, and complete>implrfi with the Espresso-MV option when these are used as part of an MVSIS optimization script script.mvsis [16] similar to script.mgged used with SIS. Column "ong" shows the original number of SOP literals after sweeping. Columns "ss", 'hni'', and "ssm" show the number of literals after running the script with fuusimp, completesimpli$ using ISOP, and complete_simpli$ using Espresso-MV as MV-SOP minimization procedures. The dash in Table 3 indicates the script did not wmplete in five minutes. The average parameters have been computed without considering the last line. All final results were formally verified by comparing against the original circuits. Table 2 shows that using complete flexibilities compared to CODCs (complete&npli> vs.fullsimp) enhances the quality of the tinal result. However, Table 3 shows this advantage is diminished when run inside a standard script. On the other hand, runtimes are improved by using complete flexibilities, and this seems to lead to a more rugged script The runtime reduction is possibly explained by completesimpli$ achieving a significant reduction early, allowing later procedures to run faster. Table 4 shows the relative amount of flexibility due to SDC, CODC and CP measured as follows:
where Tis the sum total of the numbers of output values for all the input mintermS of the relation, Mis the number of the input mint5rms. and Y is the number of values in the output range.
The amount of flexibility is equal to 0% for completely specified functions and 100% for relations tbat can take all values for any mintmm To illustrnte how the amount of flexibility is measured consider Figure 1 , whereM= 6 and Y = 3. The ternary fimction on the left has T = 6, which yields P 0%. The relation in the centerandontherigbthaveT= 10andT= 12,wbichyieldsthe amount of flexibility P = 33% and P = 50%, respectively. Table 4 . Camparbon of the amonnt of flerlblllty.
The numbers in Table 4 are averaged over all nodes in the MV network. Note that SDCs can only be measured in the local space. All initial circuits are demmnus "tic, so the initial flexibilities are zero. 
